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In Other News:

  
 Journeying Together

Dear {First Name},
Welcome to the “Male Journey” – August 2016. Here are some
thoughts for you to ponder… and maybe to go out and live, if it
resonates with you…

On making choices.

In our June and July newsletters we spoke about; "being lost" and
"being in between". Today we are reflecting on making choices. Making
certain choices can be tortourous for some of us. We can often find
ourselves trying to force a decision when one is not ready to be made?

The challenge for us at this point can be to hold the question and the
tension that comes with it. To listen and wait for gentle feeling, visions
or insights to take shape. These insights might be subtle and faint at
first but by degrees a shift can occur and the anxiety can ease... as a
new path presents itself.
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What are you doing on
the 6th of August?

Why not consider a
"ReWilding Men"
Workshop. For more
information and to book
your place, check
out; www.eightoaks.ie 

A day-long workshop for
men to reconnect with
themselves, re-
establishing a connection
with the divine masculine.
The work will be carried
out in the surrounds of
nature and through
shamanic techniques.

Reflection

 

The Road Not Taken - Robert Frost

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—

http://www.eightoaks.ie/


 

  

 

  

I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

 
Monthly Marley Meeting - Saturday 21st Aug.

Our regular gathering takes place
on the 3rd Saturday of each
month and is open to all men.
Men are invited to join us in this
space to sit and share their
stories with other men in a safe,
confidential and supportive
environment.

All men welcome. Men of faith and no faith, married single, and of any
sexual orientation.

Why not join us!
Follow this link for directions; Monthly Marley Meeting

 
Upcoming Event: "Exploring Ritual - From Grief
to Joy"

Sunday, 25th September 2016

This one day event in Glencree will
help you to go beyond words and
explore the role of ritual in finding and
making meaning in your life. You will
be supported in developing your
understanding of ritual and you will be

encouraged to create your own rituals on the day. This event promises
to be a powerful day of sharing and support. All men welcome.

For more details and to book your place go to "Exploring Ritual - From
Grief to Joy"

http://malejourney.ie/what-s-happening/list-of-events/event/89-monthly-marley-meeting
http://malejourney.ie/what-s-happening/list-of-events/event/91-exploring-ritual-from-grief-to-joy


 
Recent Events - "MROP 2016"

Congratulations to the 63 Young Men and Men who took part in two
separate Rites of Passage in the UK this year. 

We honour your courage and committment to yourselves, your
communities and the world. Well Done. 
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